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About This Game

Riddlord... Who is Riddlord? Why did he kidnap Spark, Jack Reed's son?
What secrets are hidden in the past of the famous serial killers hunter - Jack?

The answers to all these questions you will find in this wonderful 3D puzzle game...

Seeker, in this game you have to fight with the immense consciousness and the world of Riddlord, in which everything is
connected with the thread of thought and the pattern of liquid fire appears outward.

In pursuit of the lost there is nothing with which the sharp, as sword mind could not cope.
The first part of the game is in front of you.

You will have an amazing journey into the world of Riddlord, the world of a detective and mystic, secrets and inner alchemical
transformations.

You have to solve a lot of different puzzles and secrets, some will be simple, and some will make you strain your minds, even
the smartest ones.

After going through Jack Reed's way to the end, you immerse yourself in your own inner world, and you will come out renewed.

 Beautiful graphics

 Detective-mystical atmosphere

 Charming music
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 Interesting puzzles of different levels (including those associated with the "Zodiac" and "Real Night Hunter")

 The plot is the common thread of two parts of this game, that will force you to focus on main character’s fate and your
own life

 Details of the world that help to better understand and imbue with the game

 The connection between the plot and the gameplay with the ancient mystical and philosophical systems, such as the I-
ching and the tantric alchemy

To complete this game, you will need to mobilize your logic, spatial thinking, memory, observation, ingenuity, and assiduity.
The fate of Jack Reed and his son is in your hands!

No chance to fail!
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Title: Riddlord: The Consequence
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Amrita Studio
Publisher:
Amrita Studio
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 (32/64-bit) or higher

Processor: Intel Pentium 1.9GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Japanese
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A very basic puzzle game. The puzzles themselves are not very challenging, the interface makes them more difficult which, I
guess is a form of difficulty but the right kind. There aren't many puzzles here, and several of them can be solved just by trial
and error, that is you put a piece in place and if it's right it lights up, if not just keep moving it. There are at least 3 puzzles in the
game that work like this, not solved with any logic at all.

There is a "story" but it's not resolved by the end, so not sure why bother with that at all. Overall it feels incomplete and
unpolished.

For the price you can pick up an older but overall much better game like Riven and others from the Myst series. Even the Room
series has more to offer.. Don't be confused if someone compares this to The Room. Riddlord is Hard. Granted, some of the
puzzles are just fine but some are mind altering confusions.
To give you an idea, I had to look at a walk-through for one of the puzzles and it was so....um....'much', I just uninstalled the
game without finishing because it was just becoming a miserable chore rather than enjoyable.
But, for 5 bucks, give it a try if you enjoy really hard puzzles.
. Great art, janky controls, unimaginitive puzzles, but it's the absolutely mangled writing and decimated grammar contrasting
with the earnest tone that makes this a must-play.. Bad controls, far from The Room.
. It's a chore to play this game, I didn't even care to finish it.

This game is a boring click everything pretend puzzle game with awful controls, 0 explanations of their convoluted mechanics,
lacklustre puzzle design and useless hints.

You know your design sucks when even a walkthrough video leaves you confused, thank f**k for youtube comments.

Why do I even bother with these games anymore.... Nice, hard, fair ... :)

https://youtu.be/6l7hxrxaHFE. Riddlord showed itself as a really difficult, and you defenitly requires will to solve the puzzles.
Main disadvantage - inconvinient control. I am sure a lot of players won't be able to complete the game, and those who didn't
like are probably angry on its complexity. BUT IF YOU WANT TO TRAIN BRAINS AND CHECK YOUR MIND, I
ADVISE.. Bugs, certain parts don't work. For example the Alphabet Killer puzzle. When you complete the puzzle nothing
happens. If you go back to the main menu the puzzle resets. It doesn't seem to matter how many times you complete the puzzle
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the game won't move forward. I can see the game has potential but I can't recommend it if it doesn't work properly.. The
controls for this are SO bad. They were bad on iOS and they're just as bad here too. Some of the puzzles are absolutely
nightmarish to interact with because of this.

As for the puzzles themselves, well, usually the fun in these types of games is trying to figure out where the puzzles even are and
how they work in the first place. Here, not so much. For example, there's nothing mysterious about a giant 2x2 rubik's cube
sitting in front of you. It's just really tedious, especially with these controls. The hints are testament to this - you're going to get
things like "you should try lining the images up", like, yeah, thanks.
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Riddlord: The Consequence comics series!:
Get ready!
The release on Steam platform (both Windows and Mac) is going to be today!

To celebrate this, we would like to share with you comic series about Jack Rede investigations. First case will be about Zodiac
killer, one of the loudest affairs of Jack Rede.

Read it on our site[amrita.studio], or just down below.

Stay tuned and we will share even more interesting things with you!. Amrita diary #1: Concept art and patch notes.:

Since release, we've made a bunch of patches to make player's experience better. To reward our fans, we would like to share
some location's concept art to let you see the path we made to bring this game to life, also featuring some future content. Next
weekend, we are going to share some environment details concept arts.
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Combined patch notes for several last updates right below last concept.

Location #1: Jack's Rede house.
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